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REVIEWS OF PERIODICALS
by Mark Maestrone

Esprit: Sports et Olympisme: Jean-Pierre Picquot,
172 Bd. Berthier, 75017 Paris, France. [In French]

June 2010 (#56).  This issue opens with brief sal-
utes to two lions of the sports world who recently
passed away: Jean Boiteux, France’s preeminent
Olympic swimmer (Helsinki 1952) and Juan Anto-
nio Samaranch, president of the IOC from 1980-
2001. Brief reports are provided on the newest
Royal Mail stamp issues relating to the 2012 Olym-
pic Games in London, South Africa Post’s World
Cup stamps, the Olympic Fair in Cologne, and the
Youth Olympic Games in Singapore.

IMOS Journal: Diethard Hensel, Dorfstr. 15, OT
Koselitz,  D-01609 Röderaue, Germany. [In Ger.]

August 2010 (#147). Wolfgang Marx provides a
detailed look at the Biber private post and various
sports-related postal stationery options provided by
the German post. Stefan Breitfeld discusses the
handcancels used at the 1936 Berlin Olympic
Games. Lastly, Armin Haug review equestrian-
related numismatics dating back to ancient times.

Olimpiafila: MOSFIT, Vorosmarty u. 65, 1064 Buda-
pest, Hungary. [In Hungarian; English synopses]

December 2009 (Vol. XII, No. 1-2). This issue of the
Hungarian sports and Olympic philatelists journal
opens with Part 2 of Sandor Kurdics review of host
country philately of the Winter Olympic Games.
This installment touches on 1948 St. Moritz, 1952
Oslo, 1956 Cortina d’Ampezzo, and 1960 Squaw
Valley. Hungarian philately is center stage in Pal
Hencsei’s article on the successes of Hungarian
Olympic wrestlers. Zoltan Klein reminds readers of
the upcoming 2010 World Cup of Football with a
look at the first four cups. Finally, Sandor Kzekeres
discusses a uniquely Hungarian event – Balaton
Sport Week – held between 1931 and 1943.

June 2010 (Vol. XIII, No. 1). A review of Hungarian
participation at the Vancouver Olympic Games,
accompanied by illustrations of various philatelic
items, begins this issue. Sandor Szekeres looks
back one hundred years to the first Hungarian

sports postmark honoring an airplane competition
through rare postmarked letters from the period.
Other articles include a remembrance of Juan
Antonio Samaranch, the game of chess, Singa-
pore’s hosting of the first Youth Olympic Games,
and a review of recent sports and Olympic phila-
telic issues.

OSPC Bulletin: Thomas Lippert, PB 102067, D-
18003 Rostock, Germany. [In German]

#2, 2009. Thomas Lippert opens this issue with a
detailed look at the Vancouver Olympic Torch
Relay in Greece and the flame’s arrival in Canada.
The philately of the 2009 IOC Session in Copenha-
gen at which the 2016 Olympic Games host city
was chosen is presented by Lippert. Hans-Jürgen
Ostermann and Thomas Lippert tackle, in separate
articles, the complexities of the 2009 World Athlet-
ics Championships in Berlin. Rudiger Fritz dis-
cusses German Olympic runner, Rudolf Harbig, in
“Rudolf the ‘Silent’ still an idol after 70 years”.

#1, 2010. With the 2010 Olympics now a memory,
Thomas Lippert reviews their philately.  London, as
the host of the next Olympic Games in 2012, re-
ceives attention from various authors. Hans-Jürgen
Ostermann updates readers on the newest stamps
issued by the U.K. for 2012. Peter Fischer and
Werner Sidow return to the London 1908 Games.
Thomas Lippert takes readers on an anniversary
adventure in “50 years ago: we flew to Rome.
Comments on airmail and air services to the 1960
Olympic Summer Games of Rome.” Taking on a
different aspect, Wolfgang Marx discusses the
participation of the GDR at both the 1960 Summer
and Winter Games.

Phila-Sport: UICOS, CP 14327 Roma Trullo - via
Lenin, 00149 Rome, Italy. [In Italian]

October 2009 (#72). In “Origins of Olympic Air-
mail,” Thomas Lippert returns to the early days of
the Olympic Games to discuss this fascinating
specialty of Olympic philately (see illustration
below). Alvaro Trucchi takes on Judo using philat-
ely to describe the sport’s history, rules, and techni-
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cal aspects. Stefano Meco previews the upcoming
“South Africa 2010” World Cup, while Alessandro Di
Tucci goes back in time to review the first World
Cup competition hosted by Uruguay in 1930. An-
other large international event, the 2002 Asian
Games held in Busan, South Korea is reviewed by
Nino Barberis.

April 2010 (#74). An extensive tribute to the IOC’s
Juan Antonio Samaranch who recently passed
away in Barcelona at the age of 89 is featured in
this issue. Following a review of the Olympic
Collectors Fair in Cologne held this past April, the
World Cup of Football takes center stage. Articles
cover the first World Cup in Uruguay (1930) contin-
uing to the present day, medals and other prizes
awarded in World Cup play, the “Divine Pepin”
about Italian great Giuseppe Meazza.

July 2010 (#75). This issue is dedicated to the 50th

anniversary of the 1960 Rome Olympic Games and
features extensive reviews of the philately, partici-
pants and events. Articles on individual events
include the basketball competition, boxing, cycling,
rowing, fencing, and, of course, the soccer compe-
tition. For anyone specializing in the 1960 Rome
Games, this would be a great issue to have in your
library!

Also mailed with this issue was the latest
addition to the series by Alvaro Trucchi on Olympic
Medalists. Volume VIII (248 pages) is the IIIrd Up-
date and includes the summer Olympic Games
from 1896-2004. This is available for purchase from
the group for €15 (plus s/h).

Torch Bearer: Miss Paula Burger, 19 Hanbury Path,
Sheerwater, Woking, Surrey GU21 5RB, U.K.

December 2009 (Vol. 26, #4). This issue begins
with a final look at the preparations for the 2010
Vancouver Olympic Winter Games with a review of
the Torch Relay which began in Greece on October
22. Continuing with his philatelic history of the IOC
begun in the previous issue, Brian Hammond
discusses the IOC Sessions starting with the 50th in
1954 (the first with a direct philatelic connection)
and continuing up to the 75th in Vienna in 1974.
Details follow on the 121st Session held in Copen-
hagen in October where Rio de Janeiro was select-
ed as host of the 2016 Olympics. The remainder of
this issue introduces philatelic and other news
related to the 2012 London Games.

March 2010 (Vol. 27, #1). With this issue, devoted
entirely to the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Winter
Games, Torch Bearer makes its full-color debut. In
addition to the philatelic emissions from Canada
Post, Bob Farley provides a daily log of his philatelic
pursuits while in Vancouver. This includes visits to
all the various post offices offering Olympic post-
marks (both sports and Olympic City). A discussion
of the philatelic opportunities at the Olympic
infrastructure facilities (Olympic Villages, Media
Centre and Olympic Hotel) are included.

June 2010 (Vol. 27, #2). The lead story this issue is
a look back at the 1968 Olympic Winter Games at
Grenoble, France. These Games were one of the
first to recognize the importance of branding with
emblems, icons and mascots which are discussed
in depth. Next is a remembrance of Juan Antonio
Samaranch focusing on his contributions to philat-
ely. Under Samaranch’s guidance, Olymphilex was
born. The philately of the first exhibition in 1985 in
Lausanne is discussed.

The new London Olympic Games stamps from
Royal Mail are presented along with the mascots for
the Games, Wenlock (below) and Mandeville.

With the next Olympics only 2 years away, the
history of pin collecting is
reviewed.

Lastly, part 2 of the
series by Brian Ham-
mond on the philatelic
history of the IOC Ses-
sions is included (1976-
1992).

A registered letter with “Circuito Grottarossa” 1960
Olympic cycling postmarks to the USA as illustrated
in Phila-Sport’s special issue devoted to the 50th

anniversary of the Rome Olympic Games of 1960.


